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SPH3U: Waves and Sound 

Transverse and Longitudinal Waves 

 

Consider the diagram below. Ducks B and F are both on _________________________ while ducks D and H are in 

______________________________. The horizontal arrows show the direction of energy flow (i.e. wave movement). 

The vertical arrows represent the direction of vibration of the water and as a result the direction of 

vibration of the ducks. The diagram shows that as the wave moves to the right ducks _____  and _____ are 

vibrating downwards while ducks ______ and ______ are vibrating upwards (NOTE: they do not move with the 

wave unless they are surfing ducks!). To determine the direction of vibration simply look at what is coming 

behind the ducks. If it is lower, they will vibrate downwards. If it is higher, they will vibrate upwards. 

 

We say that the pairs A and E, B and F, C and G, D and H ducks are vibrating in _________________ with each 

other ( they are doing the same thing at the same time). We would describe ducks A and C, B and D, E and G 

and F and H as vibrating 180° out of phase with each other. The distance between two ducks ( or points on 

the wave) that are vibrating in phase is called the ________________________ symbolized by the Greek letter _____. 

Slinkies provide us with an example of a longitudinal wave. To produce a longitudinal wave on a slinky one 

simply compresses a series of coils as shown below. The area in which the coils are moving together (called 

a ________________________________) is preceded by an area in which the coils are vibrating apart ( called a 

__________________________________)  

 

 

 

We can define the wavelength in a manner similar to that used for transverse waves. A wavelength is the 

distance between two adjacent areas which are vibrating in phase. Thus the distance between two adjacent 

compressions or compressions represents a wavelength.  
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